has shown sensitivity to non-biological stimuli. Thus, the AON is suggested to be 5 influenced by interacting bottom-up and top-down processes. In this review, we describe 6 the multi-functional properties of the AON, and discuss the implications for observational 7 practice and subsequent motor learning. 8 9
Introduction 1
Observational practice (OP) is a process by which humans learn motor skills by 2 observing a model, and has been examined using behavioural and neurophysiological 3 paradigms. The former typically requires an observer to watch a [yoked] model physically 4 performing a novel movement task, after which the learner attempts to imitate the action 5 they have just observed. Despite the absence of explicit involvement of the motor system 6 in trial and error learning during OP, data indicate similar motor learning to those who 7 engage in physical practice. This OP effect is not merely limited to the acquisition of 8 behaviours associated with automatic imitation (see Heyes, 2011 ), but novel motor skills The majority of the aforementioned behavioural effects have been linked to the 16 general assumption that action-observation and motor-execution are underpinned by a 17 common representational system (e.g., Prinz, 1997) . Importantly, however, there is still no 18 widely accepted theory that explains how novel motor skills are acquired during 19 observation. For instance, it was originally thought that higher-level intermediary 20 processes were involved in translating the observed visual stimulus into a motor 21 representation/command (e.g., symbolic coding -Bandura, 1986; amodal processing -22
Meltzoff & Moore, 1997). More recently, it has been suggested that novel representations 23 developed through imitation learning are associated with sensorimotor transformations 24 confirmed learning of a motor sequence timing task through OP or physical practice 1 (Hayes et al., 2012), we found that only the physical practice group were able to 2 successfully transfer to an intermanual mirror sequence condition (i.e., homologous motor 3 commands -opposing visuo-spatial coordinates and effector). These differences can be 4 explained by the addition of sensorimotor reafference from an operating effector(s) during 5 physical practice. This reafference is compared to the predicted sensory consequences 6 (forward model) in order to update and refine the sensorimotor representation (inverse 7 model) developed during motor learning (see Elliott et al., 2010) . Without sensorimotor 8 reafference, the predominant source of information represented during observation is 9 visual, which alters the comparison process. We do not suggest that this implies motor 10 regions (e.g., primary motor cortex; premotor cortices; supplementary motor area) are not 11 recruited during OP, but rather that a representation(s) developed through OP is primarily 12 based on visuo-spatial codes as opposed to motor codes (e.g., Mattar & Gribble, 2005) . 13
14

Bottom-up processes 15
A common indicator of bottom-up processing of the AON during observation is the 16 implicit sensitivity to specialised visual information. Indeed, the AON preferentially 17 responds to the observation of human stimuli, rather than non-human stimuli (see a 18 review by Press, 2011 on the AON and biological tuning). Hence, the AON is thought to be 19 biologically tuned, which makes sense given it develops through sensorimotor experience 20 (Heyes, 2005) and underpins many socio-cognitive functions (Gallese & Goldman, 1998) . 21
From a motor learning perspective, the biological tuning of the AON may originate from 22 connections to pSTS (Iacoboni, 2005) , which is a region activated during the perception of In addition to stimulus-response and motor interference paradigms, the data from 7
voluntary imitation experiments indicate that observers copy the movement kinematics 8 Specifically, movements initiated by observers produced similar kinematics (i.e., 16
proportion of time to peak velocity and peak velocity) as those executed by the learning 17 models (i.e., those that physically practised the motor timing task). In line with a 18 direct-matching prediction, we suggested that motor timing could have been learned by 19 coding biological motion through lower-level regions of the AON (i.e., bottom-up 20 propagation based on motor resonance). However, because our task required learners to 21 execute prototypical aiming actions (i.e., a simple upper limb movement directed to a 22 target) the motor timing may have been influenced by higher-level goal-related processes 23 (action-reconstruction hypothesis; Csibra, 2007). That is, both the model and observer 24 may have coincidentally initiated the most efficient means to achieve a common goal (i.e., 1 timing). It is noteworthy that the aforementioned voluntary imitation and OP studies differ 2 to automatic imitation due to the additional processes influencing motor output (e.g., prototypical aiming movement involving a relatively bell-shaped velocity profile (peak 13 velocity occurred at ~50% of the movement). Meanwhile, the unnatural condition involved 14 the observation of an atypical (but achievable) velocity profile (e.g., peak velocity occurred 15 at ~95% of the movement). It is important to note that we kept the timing goal consistent 16 across the two model conditions to examine whether observers learned the lower-level 17 kinematics to subsequently obtain the timing goal, or emulated the timing goal by 18 executing the most efficient means (i.e., not learning the unnatural kinematics). The data 19 from a series of five experiments indicated that lower-level, unnatural biological motion 20 was indeed learned. However, this process was not solely based on lower-level 21 mechanisms in the motor system, but was also influenced by top-down processes 22 associated with attention and hierarchical action coding. Thus, these data indicated that 23 OP involves the contribution of both bottom-up and top-down processes, as opposed to a 24 sole operating sensorimotor, or cognitive, mechanism. 1
The fact that coding of biological motion is subject to top-down, interpretative 2 (human and point-light models) and higher-level processes supports the Together, these data indicate the AON is not solely biased to automatically map 2 biological motion onto the motor system during OP. Instead, it would seem to suggest that 3 the AON responds to an observed action at multiple levels by engaging bottom-up 4 (stimulus-driven, motor resonance) and top-down (goal-directed, inferential, attention) 5
processes. 6 7
Top-down modulation 8
The confirmation that top-down factors influence action-observation has been contagion) reported during concurrent observation of orthogonal dot-motion displays was 13 enhanced when participants were informed the stimuli were human-generated compared 14 to computer-generated (Stanley et al., 2007). These effects were independent of the 15 velocity characteristics (i.e., two-thirds power law or constant velocity) of the dot motion 16 and indicate that the system responsible for processing biological motion can also be 17 engaged through the human interpretation (i.e., belief) of an inanimate point-light dot. 18
Moreover, even when controlling the perceptual similarity between the stimulus and the 19 effector operated by the observer, the attribution of human movement via belief continues 20 to prime the motor system during automatic imitation (Liepelt & Brass, 2010) . This led to 21 the 'gating hypothesis', which predicts observed stimuli believed to be biological gains are closely linked to social functions. Thus, we are currently exploring this issue using a 6 social priming paradigm (e.g., direct or averted gaze) in which participants are required to 7 learn a novel aiming movement that contains unnatural (experimental condition) or natural 8 (control condition) movement kinematics. We predict that participants will learn the 9 unnatural kinematics more accurately in the direct condition because eye gaze will impact 10 the top-down processes (mPFC) and subsequently mediate the bottom-up mechanisms 11 required for coding the unnatural biological motion. 12
13
Conclusion 14
A review of neurophysiological and behavioural literature related to OP, indicates 15 that this process is mediated by a mirror mechanism located in aIPL and IFG/vPM. 16
Together, these neural regions make up part of the AON, which in combination with 17 working memory processes located in DLPFC, can develop novel motor representations. 18
Rather than simply being sensitive to biological stimuli (bottom-up processes), it is now 19 recognised that the AON also responds to non-biological stimuli if preceded by primes that 20 influence belief or social belonging (top-down processes). In this way, the bottom-up 21 processes operating during OP can be modulated by top-down processes. Hence, sport 
